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terizing…that…era…eventually… led…to… the…establishment…of… the…People’s…
Republic…of…China…in…1949.
　By…the…end…of…the…20th…century…all…remaining…colonies…had…vanished…
from…China…and…the…rest…of…Asia…（with…Hong…Kong…and…Macao…being…
the…last…examples…of…such…protectorates…to…go）.…The…Cold…War…between…
the…East…and…the…West… likewise…wound…down…to…conclusion,…with…the…
world…entering…a…new…stage…in…its…history.…
　Through…the…1970s…Japan…continued…to…reign…as…the…sole…economical-
ly…advanced…nation…of…Asia.…From…that…decade…on,…however,…South…Ko-
rea,…Taiwan,…Hong…Kong,…Singapore…and…the…members…of…the…Associa-
tion…of…South-East…Asian…Nations…（ASEAN）…also…began… to…achieve…
swift…economic…development,…while… from…the…1990s…China…and…India…
made…their…respective…full-fledged…debuts…in…the…arena…of…the…interna-
tional…community.
　It…is…not…wise…to…allow…one’s…attention…to…be…dominated…by…the…nation-
alism…within…Asia.…Also…steadily…taking…shape… is…a…new…“regionalism”…
under…the…banner…of…Asia.…The…search…continues…for…frameworks…to…ef-
fectively…define…this…new…order,…including…the…Treaty…of…Amity…and…Co-
operation… in…Southeast…Asia…（TAC）,… the…ASEAN…Regional…Forum…
（ARF）,…the…Shanghai…Cooperation…Organization…（SCO）,…the…Six-Party…
Talks…surrounding…North…Korea’s…nuclear…development…program…and…
other…budding…structures.
　In…the…current…day…and…age,…the…demand…is…for…a…new…Asianism.…This…
does…not…refer…either…to…the…type…of…efforts…to…expel…Caucasian…imperial-
ism…from…Asia…seen…in…the…past…or…to…hegemony…by…Japan…as…the…lead-
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ing…state…in…the…region.…The…call,…rather,…is…for…a…system…of…Asian…coop-
eration…that…is…open…to…the…world.
　Looking…to…the…future,…finally,…both…Japan…and…China…should…be…able…
to…benefit… from…stable…growth…and…development…within…a… framework…
along…these…lines.
